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TO START 

Why a Study Group? 

By this point, we all know that learning is social. Science has proven this fact. But many of us have observed 

the social aspect of learning in our classrooms, where we expect to see high levels of student and teacher 

engagement, collective problem solving, and lively discussions. Yet in our professional learning groups, we’re 

often forced to read and digest the material on our own. This guide will help you facilitate an active and 

collaborative professional learning experience by engaging deeply with the text. The hope is that it will raise 

important questions and reinforce your teaching practice by offering strategies for addressing behavioral health 

issues, new technologies, and the uncertainties of our future economy. Please keep in mind, it’s important to 

create a safe environment where educators feel free to exchange ideas, nurture growth, and inspire introspection 

without fear of repercussion.  

As you explore ways to help education evolve, the following are important elements to consider when 

organizing a study group: 

Group Size. If the entire faculty will be part of the study group, it may be useful to break into smaller groups on 

occasion to discuss particular topics. Certain types of analysis and reflective thinking might be more 

successfully accomplished in pairs or groups of four. Be prepared to split the faculty into appropriate groups 

and track start-and-stop times. If you will be forming your own study group, consider inviting 8–12 people to 

participate. According to Jeff Bezos, this is the ideal size for achieving high performance and engagement. 

Bezos refers to it as the “two pizza rule,” as in you should be able to feed the entire group with two pizzas. 

These should be people who you respect and who challenge your thinking. They don’t need to share all of the 

same opinions as you, but they should be open minded and able to have a thoughtful dialogue. 

Invitations to Join. When inviting potential members to join the group, it’s important to provide clear 

expectations for the types of conversations you’ll have, the level of effort required, and the necessary 

disposition. Participants should have the desire to improve classroom outcomes and be willing to commit the 

time to make it happen. Be sure that your invitation includes group expectations, time frames, responsibilities, 

and proposed learning outcomes for the opportunity. 

The Schedule. Time is a scarce and valuable resource for all educators. When planning your meetings, be 

explicit about the session times, locations, and the chapter(s) to be read. Unless the sessions will be run by a 

professional trainer or facilitator, consider identifying facilitators for each meeting to help divide responsibility 

among the group. At the end of each meeting, be sure to offer a reminder about the next study session and 

required reading. 

Norms and Expectations. The study group will function more seamlessly and feel more welcoming if you 

establish clear and explicit expectations at the start. Find ways to include everyone in the conversation and 

assure that their opinions are respected. If the group wanders off topic or needs to refocus, have a plan in place 

for redirecting the conversation. And, most importantly, establish an environment in which people feel 

psychologically safe to express their thoughts and feelings without worrying about criticism or censure.  
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Study Questions. Study questions are provided for each chapter to help spark your discussion. Use these 

questions to open a line of inquiry or to encourage individual reflection. In addition, each chapter of the book, 

The Evolution of Education, includes “Lessons for the Future.” These summaries are intended to help readers 

incorporate and reference many of the ideas throughout the book and can be used as part of a study session or as 

a means of grounding a dialogue. 

 

Shared Resources. Consider creating a shared folder or area for keeping the group’s schedule, questions, 

answers, application tools, success stories, and resources. Having one location will help organize materials and 

strengthen the translation of content to classroom practice. Good places to keep shared resources include 

Google Drive, Dropbox, and Box. 

 

DISCUSSION GUIDE 

Book Summary and Guide Features 

The key purpose of education is to prepare students for an increasingly unpredictable future. Technology has 

transformed both the workplace and the abilities required to compete for a job. This means that all students 

must be empowered with more than technical expertise or academic achievement to build a strong workforce 

and a prosperous society. The Evolution of Education tackles these current challenges and offers research-based 

solutions. Additionally, it debunks myths about students and educators, explores developing trends and new 

technologies, and explains what these changes mean for our profession. The book addresses: 

 

• The mental health and societal challenges our students face today. 

• Technological developments and demographic shifts that will impact the evolving job market. 

• The importance of addressing these concerns through social and emotional learning and a renewed 

commitment to meaningful relationships. 

• The value of focusing on the future and encouraging lifelong learning rather than relying on existing 

models of proficiency. 

• The strengths and limitations of data and how it can improve educational outcomes. 

 

This study guide is a companion to The Evolution of Education. This guide has been developed to support 

personal reflection and collaborative dialogue through suggested topics and questions. It includes “Learning 

Outcome(s),” “Study Questions,” and “Action Steps” to help guide discussion and further individual 

exploration of each topic. It also includes a “Reflection Tool” for each chapter. This tool is intended to help 

readers organize thoughts and questions. 
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Introduction 

Learning Outcome(s):  

• Identify the “employment epidemic” in America. 

• Understand the deficiencies in our current education system and their impact on students. 

 

Study Questions: 

● Today’s students are underprepared to meet the demands of the 21st century workplace. What essential 

skills are they lacking, and why? (p.1) 

● What makes the U.S. public education system different from others around the world? What are the 

strengths and weaknesses of our current system? (p.3) 

● Why is it better for our schools to be “evolutionary” rather than “revolutionary”? (p.4) 

● Leaders in education today have a host of new responsibilities. In addition to teaching, what roles do you 

occupy as an educator? In what ways do you help support and advocate for “sustainable school reform”? 

(p.6) 

● Have you and your colleagues already taken steps to prepare students for the 21st century? If so, what 

challenges have you encountered along the way? (p.8) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Establish group-based and individual goals for studying The Evolution of Education. 

● Review the upcoming reading assignment and next meeting time, date, and location. 
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Chapter 1: Kids Today 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Identify the mental health crisis our students are experiencing 

● Understand how various factors such as new technologies, changes to students’ home lives, and stressors at 

school have lasting effects on students’ well-being. 

 

Study Questions: 

● Staggering numbers of children are being diagnosed with anxiety, depression, and behavioral disorders 

each year. What factors are contributing to these diagnoses? (p.9) 

● How does our increased focus on testing affect student performance and well-being? (p.12) 

● What are some of the benefits and risks for children as they navigate new technologies? (p.13–16) 

● How are factors at home affecting student’s development of skills like independence, self-reliance, and 

determination? (p.16–19) 

● Why are our schools no longer safe spaces? What external and internal factors contribute to this? (p.21–22) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Envisioning a solution for the problems our students are facing can seem overwhelming. After reading this 

chapter, share one strategy for promoting mental and behavioral health that you plan to try in your 

classroom next week. Create a plan for each member of your group to share their experience and what they 

learned (group text, email, etc.). 

● Caring for the whole child is a collective effort. Make a list of developmental and preventive practices 

you’d like to integrate into your school culture. Create a shared document to post and compare responses. 
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Chapter 1 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 2: Their Future World 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Identify the technological developments, changing demographics, and evolving job requirements that will 

shape the future. 

● Understand what these changes mean for students and for education. 

● Establish how we prepare our students for the future world. 

 

Study Questions: 

● Discuss the two schools of thought about the impact technology will have on available jobs. What are the 

concerns and how can we address them? (p.26–27) 

● Define “passive,” “generative,” and “intuitive” augmentation. What do each of these stages look like? 

(p.31) 

● Choose one of the demographic trends mentioned in this chapter. What new challenges will students face 

as a result of this trend? (p.32–35) 

● What skills will students need to succeed at the jobs available to them in 2030? Are you teaching any of 

these skills in your classroom right now? (p.39–41) 

● “Preparing students for jobs is not the same as preparing them for careers.” (p.41) Discuss how this 

statement applies to your school’s current approach to teaching. 

 

Action Steps: 

● Do an informal “audit” of how your school has adapted to the new demands of our rapidly changing world. 

Is your school more focused on testing, regulations, and requirements, or on making sure students are 

future-ready? Have you noticed any changes in class behavior or performance as a result of this approach? 

Share your findings with the group. 

● Choose one of the success skills for the future and implement it in your classroom over the next week. 

(p.39–41). Discuss how it went at your next study group session. 
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Chapter 2 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 3: Developing the Whole Child 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Define Social and Emotional Learning (SEL). 

● Understand how best to address the behavioral health issues our students are facing. 

● Establish a sustainable SEL initiative using the rubric in this chapter. 

 

Study Questions: 

● The concepts behind SEL have always been part of the unwritten curriculum in our classrooms. What is 

your understanding of SEL? How does your definition overlap with or differ from the ideas discussed in 

this chapter? (p.48) 

● The latest brain research reveals that “learning doesn’t only happen in the thinking brain; it also happens in 

the feeling and surviving brain. To teach well is to consider and address all three parts of the brain.” How 

does this affect your approach to teaching? (p.51) 

● Share an example where you responded to a behavioral issue in the classroom by asking, “What is wrong 

with this child?” Share an example where you responded by asking, “What happened to this child?” How 

can these experiences help you become more aware of the Behavioral Health Continuum and incorporate 

effective SEL strategies at the development stage? (p.52–54) 

● The author examines three key features for successfully implementing SEL: incorporating social-emotional 

skills in a specific order, being flexible and using easy-to-apply strategies, and being responsive to 

individual student needs in real time. Which of these three features would you want to focus on? What 

support and resources would you need to do so? (p.56) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Try incorporating one of the sample SEL kernels—as appropriate—in your classroom (p.59–60). Be ready 

to share your experience with your chosen strategy. 

● Review the CASEL District SEL Planning and Implementation Rubric (access it here: https://casel.org/wp-

content/uploads/2016/09/Theory-of-Action-CDI-District-Rubric.pdf). How can you integrate this rubric 

with your district resources and needs assessment processes? Who are the stakeholders who will lead and 

participate in this process? 
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Chapter 3 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 4: Rigor and Relevance: It Now Starts with Relationships 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Identify the ICLE Rigor/Relevance Framework and Relationships Framework 

● Understand why schools are a crucial environment for creating and maintaining strong relationships 

● Establish best practices for developing relationships with our students 

 

Study Questions: 

● The ICLE Rigor/Relevance framework argues that “relevance makes rigor possible, and rigor makes life 

success possible” (p.65). When the work we ask our students to do is relevant to their lives, they’re more 

willing to engage on deeper levels. What techniques do you use in your classroom to make learning more 

active and engaging? Can students apply their knowledge to real-world situations? 

● Think of a time you established a strong and meaningful relationship with a student. How did you establish 

trust and acceptance in this relationship? Did you notice a change in the student’s behavior and/or 

academic performance as a result of this connection? (p.67–71) 

● Educators wear many hats. In each of your roles as an educator, you have the opportunity to interact 

closely with students and forge relationships. Review the list of relationship building strategies on p.73 and 

discuss which of these techniques you could incorporate more often. How can you encourage these 

interactions among staff as well?  

● Divide into small groups and discuss the culture of learning relationships at your school. Is your school 

actively working to encourage relationships, or just articulating the ideas? If it’s the latter, what can be 

done to improve this? (p.78–79) 

● It takes a community of dedicated and caring individuals to meet all the needs of our students. How do 

community schools care for and support the development of the whole-child? What additional resources do 

they offer to students? (p.81–82) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Review the Relationship Rubric (p.75–77), particularly the section on Vulnerability. While vulnerability is 

often viewed as a negative state, Brené Brown argues that it is a “powerful pathway to openness and 

growth” (p.75). Create a list—like the one in this chapter—of ways that you safely allow yourself and your 

students to feel vulnerable. Be ready to share your list with the group. 

● Consider the list of supportive initiatives that help encourage positive relationships with students: 

mentoring; rewards, recognition, and incentives; advisory programs; partnerships with the business 

community; service learning and community service; extracurricular and cocurricular activities; family-

based activities; sports. Create opportunities to engage with students through one of these initiatives. Be 

ready to discuss your results. (p.79) 
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Chapter 4 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 5: Future Focused, Not Forward Focused 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Understand the distinction between making incremental improvements (forward focused) versus 

transforming our education system (future focused). 

● Rethink how we plan for the future, including consideration such as appropriate goal setting, use of 

technology, and budgeting. 

● Establish best practices for implementing realistic changes 

 

Study Questions: 

● In the introduction, the author uses the example of trains and aircraft to illustrate the distinction between 

forward-focused thinking and future-focused thinking. Can you think of relevant examples in education? 

What factors are inhibiting our schools from being more future-focused? (p.84–88) 

● This chapter invites you to perform a reality check on your practices as an educator: if you’re a teacher, are 

you modeling your instruction after what you witnessed as a student? If you’re an administrator, are you 

following the same standards and procedures of the principals you observed as a student? If your answer is 

yes, how can you begin to let go of these approaches and transition to a more entrepreneurial mindset? 

(p.88–89) 

● Imagine what your school would look like with a zero-based budget in place. Which expenses would you 

be willing to fight for, and why? Which ones would be easy to toss aside? (p.93) 

● Review the Successful Practices Network and American Association of School Administrators case study 

of Maine Township High School District (access it here: 

https://www.aasa.org/uploadedFiles/Resources/Successful_Practices_Network/AASA-Case-Study-Maine-

Township.pdf). What insights did the study give you about the district’s response to changing 

demographics? (p.97) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Evolutionary change won’t happen overnight, especially when budgets and educational programming are 

limited by contracts, policies, and laws. So how can you get started? Is there some wiggle room at your 

school for creative thinking and experimentation within those restrictions? Identify several key places 

where you can insert new goals. 

● Take one action to raise the level of awareness in your school around the Every Student Succeeds Act 

(ESSA). 
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Chapter 5 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping your education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 6: Growth over Proficiency 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Characterize the distinctions between proficiency and growth-based systems. 

● Understand new data systems that help track, assess, and cultivate growth among students. 

● Determine tangible strategies for supporting learning and growth 

 

Study Questions: 

● A typical classroom is full of students who learn in different ways and at different speeds, yet we continue 

to use proficiency models that measure their progress according to rigid standards. Why do our current 

assessments fall short? What aspects of learning do they fail to address? (p.101) 

● In his book The End of Average, Todd Rose notes that “Just about any meaningful human characteristic—

especially talent—consists of multiple dimensions. The problem is that when trying to measure talent, we 

frequently resort to the average, reducing our jagged talent profile to a single dimension.” Have you 

experienced this one-dimensional view of talent within your school? In what ways have you tried to 

acknowledge the “distinct jaggedness” of talent among your students? (p.105) 

● Tracking growth isn’t as easy as tracking proficiency, but new data systems are making important advances 

in our ability to identify and monitor growth over time. What was your initial reaction upon reading that 

data analytics systems can predict where a child’s reading level will be at high school graduation? Based 

on these capabilities, what intervention strategies could these systems offer for teachers and students? 

(p.108–109) 

● This chapter highlights the tendency that “when students experience success...they’re typically happier in 

school. And when they like school, they stay in school.” What practices do you employ to make school fun 

for your students? What kind of feedback do you offer them? How do you allow every student to feel 

successful? (p.111) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Explore MetaMetrics Lexile Framework for Reading (https://lexile.com). Choose one of the instruction 

tools and design an activity that incorporates that tool. Try out the activity before the next study group 

meeting and be ready to discuss your results. (p.109) 

● In the U.S. school system, it’s common to offer praise along with feedback, but John Hattie’s research 

suggests this isn’t as productive. He argues that we should provide feedback and praise separately, and the 

feedback should reframe errors as opportunities to learn. Try introducing this approach in your classroom. 

Be ready to share your experience with the group. (p.113)  

https://lexile.com/
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Chapter 6 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 7: Data: The Driver of School and District Decisions 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Identify some of the basic kinds of data. 

● Understand how these types of data can be used in education. 

● Establish that even with data, we will still need human judgment and interpretation 

 

Study Questions: 

● Define the four types of data discussed in this chapter. How do these types of data appear in our everyday 

lives? (p.118) 

● What are the current applications for data in education? Why is this not enough? Even though perceptive 

data is considered more subjective, how might it benefit principals, superintendents, and other education 

administrators? (p.121) 

● Data analytics can help with pragmatic problem solving, such as designing a master schedule for thousands 

of students or predicting demographic trends. How can this information benefit teachers? How can it be 

used to create better supports for students? (p.124) 

● Technology had its limits--it will never replace meaningful human interactions and relationships. In what 

ways can we allow the data to suggest and guide our decisions rather than dictate particular methods? 

(p.127–128) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Design a learning survey that asks for student feedback on an activity. Apply their feedback in a 

meaningful way.   
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Chapter 7 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:   Additional notes: 
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Chapter 8: The Classroom of the Future 

Learning Outcome(s): 

● Understand that the well-being of ALL students should be our top priority. 

● Discuss what classrooms of the future will look like and how the role of teachers will evolve. 

● Establish best practices for supporting teachers through professional learning. 

 

Study Questions: 

● As schools shifted to online instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic, we witnessed the useful features of 

technology as well as the drawbacks. What are the benefits of distance learning and learning platforms? 

And what are the challenges, especially with respect to issues of equity? (p.132) 

● The pandemic has also highlighted the significance of school as a social space.  Since the classrooms of the 

future will include forms of distance learning, how do we continue to create meaningful connections 

between students and teachers? Similarly, how do you teach and encourage SEL virtually? (p.136) 

● Author Weston Kieschnick writes that we need to “pump the brakes on innovation” in order to create 

effective and engaging blended learning. This seems counterintuitive to the narrative we’ve heard about 

reimagining education. What does Kieschnick mean by pumping the breaks? How does his five-step 

framework support this approach? (p.139) 

● One of the biggest hurdles for online learning is student engagement. How do we capture and maintain 

students’ interest while they’re learning remotely or in a blended classroom? How do we motivate them to 

stick with a difficult topic or class? (p.141) 

● This chapter proposes that teachers must fulfill four new roles to be successful in the future: social and 

emotional learning counselor, relationship builder, facilitator of learning, and EdTech specialist. Divide 

into pairs and select one of these roles to discuss. What does this role involve? How does it overlap and 

differ from past approaches to teaching? Come together again as a group and have each pair share their 

answers. (p.143–146) 

 

Action Steps: 

● Real progress requires moving beyond awareness and taking action. Identify and reflect on some possible 

actions you can take to help our education system evolve. Share with the group which of these actions 

you’re committed to taking within the upcoming semester or year 

● Determine at least three other educators who you would recommend read The Evolution of Education. 

Share a copy of the book, as well as your own experiences, with them. Be supportive in their journeys as 

they redefine and reimagine an education system that makes sure all children thrive. 
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Chapter 8 Reflection Tool      Date: _________________________ 

Before you meet: 

What ideas resonated with you from the chapter? Do you have any questions? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Review the “Lessons for the Future” section of the chapter. What additional topics do you wish the author had 

covered? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

During your meeting: 

What are some important ideas that were brought up during your meeting? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What three key points did you take away from the discussion? 

1.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After your meeting: 

Reflect on your discussion. Did it alter your perspective? If so, how? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your next steps towards helping education evolve? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Additional notes:  Additional notes: 
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